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STUDENTS EDITORS; PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE
SPORTS DAY; FANCY DRESS COMPETITION
EIS KINDERGARTEN ARTISTS; MOTHER'S DAY
100 DAYS IN SCHOOL
PARENTS ASSEMBLY
SPELLING BEE
DISCOVERY FOREST; CLUBS
JUNIOR KG CLASS ACTIVITY; SENIOR KG CLASS
ACTIVITY 
COFFEE MORNING WITH PARENTS
MARCH READING MONTH
ZOO VISIT
AWARDS
EXCEL STARS;  PREFECTS

As we approach the end  of this second term, l would like  to thank all parents for your continued 
 support as we work together as a school community to raise standards that transform our students'
lives. 
I wanted to take this opportunity  to appreciate your ongoing support and commitment to our vision and
values which have contributed  to being able to achieve the successes that we have had over the past
two terms. We have had various incredible events that have taken place this term as a result of the
hard work, dedication and resilience of our staff and students. It has been so inspiring to see how the
students and teachers have worked hand in hand to achieve the outstanding goals set by the students
themselves which have helped shape and mold them into incredible little human beings that they are
today.
 We are all very  excited for the start of a new term as we are committed to achieving excellence in all
that we do. This requires dedication, determination, hard work and  a restless approach towardsachieving the very highest standards. We have a team of staff who all want the very best for our
students and with your support we will continue to thrive and improve. Lets work together as we continue to develop and offer enriching opportunities for all! I hope you all
have a restful break and fulfilling Ramadan.
Best Regards,
AGNES NATHANIEL

Newsletter Editorts @ Work... Nishka Sangtani-KG2A and

Yosuf Amged-KG2B



All set for  our Sports
Day
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I  am a strawberry. I am sweet , tasty and
red heart shaped fruit.

Sports day helped children to explore hidden sports interests,
build confidence, and inculcate a desire to learn new skills by
watching their peers.

An apple a day keeps
the doctor away!

Be a pineapple Stand
tall, Wear a crown
and be sweet inside. It's corn! Nur of

KG1B

Karen KG1A Samuel KG1B Sarswati KG1B

A fancy dress competition does not only blends learning with fun but also develops
students confidence by allowing them to  speak in front of everyone ! A fantastic show

put up by EIS  Tiny tots as healthy Fruits and Vegetables. 

EIS kindergartners rocked the sports arena dancing to the tune Rum Sum Sum... and Baby

Shark...What an exhilarating  performance!

I am a good source
of vitamin C

You are one in a
melon!

Strawberry fruit
from the heart.

KG2A students KG2B students 

UUUNNN D'D'D''''
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"Art has the role in
Education of helping children

become like themselves
insteadof more like everyone

else"- Sydney Clemence

Nishka - KG2AKaren - KG1A

Mansour - KG1B

Baraa - KG2B

Yassin - KG2B

Jose - KG1B

Mothers Day is an
occasion  which is

celebrated in various
parts of the world to
express respect, honor

and love towards
mothers. The day is
an event to honor the

contribution of
mothers, acknowledge  

the efforts of
maternal bonds and

the role of mothers in
our society.

 Gabby performing a Science
experiment with  her Mum!

Aydin, Mohamed, Eunice and Samuel
singing along with Mummas...

Like Aser Ashraf and his Mom1

Anaaya and Ayan with their
Mothers!

Yes, Ms Jeany you can do it...

Maria showcasing her art skills

Eshaal and Sinar welcoming Mummas with flowers and love! Incredible EIS Mothers

Laith performing a
short skit with his Mom

and baby brother!

'PINATA' winners

Sara enjoying art with
her mom



100 Days of loving school!100 Days of loving school!100 Days of loving school!
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Our 100 Days of School we
read, write and play

Sorting  coloured objects to make 100 sets

of 10! .

Yamin's 100 letters, numbers and shapes.

100 days of learning we can not erase!

We collected sets of 10....

Ayham chose yellow....

100 days of smiles by KG2B students.

Mohd. Ossama with Ms.
Komal and Ms. Agnes.

Making a 100 days poster. 

100 days by KG 2A students
Making 10 d0ts on each

finger to make them 100.

EIS  kindergartners
came to school
depicting 100

things to showcase
their learning . They  

collected  objects
in sets of 10  to

make them 100. All
the children and

teachers
participated in the
100 Days Parade

moving  with drums
beats and  shakers.

What an amazing
day spent!

100 handprints made on the door
Parade with drums beats and shakers

Nur of KG1B Eunice, Aydin, and Sara

Eyad-KG1A
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The Enormous Turnip

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Aya Amin as Goldilocks Meet the bear family  dad, mom

and baby.

Parents are the most powerful influence on childrens development and well being. the purpose of Parents Assembly is to support
parents in their role as childrens first and most important teachers and to promote partnerships between home and school

 Andrea and Eunice as Narrators

Senior  KG kids amazed parents with their fabulous
fairy tale shows . They displayed their confidence

with loads of enthusiasm depicted through various
characters

Parents participated in playing games with their children.

From l-R.. Abdulla, Emadul, Ayham , Omar, Ayan, Ayham, Nishka,, Roween, Laith, Aser,
Leen, Rebecca, Muna and Aryam 

KG2B students Dancing to the song
Gummy Bear.

They pulled and pulled and finally
out came the enormous turnip! 

L-R; Sanar, Yassin, Aydin, Yamin, Mohamed, Sadiq, Sarah, Roaa and Eunice.

We rocked at the assembly and sang "All Together now"!

Ms. Agnes addressed the parents
about 'Reading A-Z Books.

 Mohamed Osama Moderator of the
assembly 'Quran Recitation' by Yassin

Parents engaged in pair
games
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The brightest brains in the kindergarten compete in a spelling bee!

Yamin-KG2B

Spelling bees extend beyond language :Since children are required to spell words while on stage. Kids also
develop self confidence, communication and public speaking skills, and the ability to thrive under pressure,

Roaa - KG2B Ahmed - KG1A

Rebecca - KG2AYosuf - KG2B Aya - KG2ASamuel - KG1B

Ayham - KG2A Aser - KG2A

Eunice - KG2B

Emadul - KG2A

Andrea - KG2B

Leen - KG2A

We made it to the finals!

Laith - KG2A

https://spellquiz.com/blog/spelling-bee
https://spellquiz.com/blog/spelling-bee


Subtraction Bawling

Discovery Forest activities help in improving confidence, social skills,
communication, motivation and concerntration. Improves physical stamina, fine
and gross motorvskills, positive identity formation individuals and communities
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Classic Marble Game

Junior KG enjoying playing Limbo Rack Game. Addition using blocks

We are the rainforest animals!

Number 'doubles' activity

Natural faces

Endangered species

Diagraph  'oa' - We found boat, soap, goat,

toad and float.

Skip counting by 2

We made our nature crowns. 

Sand and Water Area

Construction area Amphitheatre Area

Amphitheatre Area

Mud Kitchen Area

Exploring in the Rainforest
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Our Little Chefs making fruit salad.
Ayoub and Lamees  with their planes
made with ice cream sticks and pegs.

Jolly Earthlings made paper spinning wheels.

Clubs activities encourage children of all ages to pursueClubs activities encourage children of all ages to pursueClubs activities encourage children of all ages to pursue      their intrests, build friendshipstheir intrests, build friendshipstheir intrests, build friendships
with other kids and learn new skills. Kids who volunteer learn how good it feels to give back.with other kids and learn new skills. Kids who volunteer learn how good it feels to give back.with other kids and learn new skills. Kids who volunteer learn how good it feels to give back.

All of these help to build childrens confidence and give them a sense of accomplishment.All of these help to build childrens confidence and give them a sense of accomplishment.All of these help to build childrens confidence and give them a sense of accomplishment.

We know the names of our five daily

prayers. 

Making flower badges

Healthy Vegetable Sandwich

Kids Kanvas made 3D Flowers Card

Fajr, Asr, Maghrib, Isha, and Zuhr 

The five prayers in Islam

We are designing our Ramadan wall hangings.

One serving of tomatoes provides a good
source of vitamin A, C, K A and pottasium.

Banana and watermelon make a delicious and
nutritious pair that will also satisfy your

sweet tooth



Foot print of Dinosaurs of KG2A

'Doubles' number fun by Ayham and Emadul

of KG2B

Living things and non living things.

Listing all my favorite candies by Eunice and Aydin 

Letter 'Q' for queen by KG1A students. Finding the sum of ice scoops by KG1B.
'an' words on a butterfly by

Magizhan and Wateen.

''Every child has a different learning style and pace. Each child is unique, not only capable of learning but also capable
of succeeding'',-Robert John Meehan
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ACTIVITIES

Subtraction of number by
Abdullah.

Edible parts of  plants

Skip counting by 2's by Aima and Neil. 

Harry and a bucketful of Dinosaurs story

We can sort living things and non-
living things.

'at' words on a cat by Jose and
Devanshi.

Addition operation by Eshaal and
Ayoub.

Subtraction operation by Samuel
and Gabriella.

CVC words by Saraswati and Samuel. 

Show and tell about my favourite
Toy by Yazzed and Nur of KG1B Objects counting by Yousef and

Joy of KG1B.

Forming words by sounding letters
by Anaaya and Karen.

We are learning the digraph

'oa'

The wider the range of Possibilities we offer children, the more INTENSE will be their
MOTIVATIONS and the RICHER their EXPERIENCES! - Loris Maraguzzi
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With

 
Coffee mornings are a great way for parents or carers to connect with each other, share experiences,

learn new skills, and relax. it will also be a time for you to be engaged with school and be a part of
your child's learning and all of the exciting things that are happening here in EIS

Parents were happy getting
associated in the classroom session
and team games with their own kids.
Zillions of smiles made our morning!

Pujana's mum showing her skills

Exicited parents interacting with each other.

Ms. Lourdes receiving

greetings from Samuel.

Ms. Agnes helping kids and

parents
Parents of KG1B students.

Eshaal and Pujana's mum

familiarizing with each other

Parents of KG1A iearning Math concepts

KG1A Parents learning difference of vowels sounds
and name sounds

Parents giving feedbacks!

Catch Mumma catch...

Bounce Mumma bounce...
Teachers explaining Interactive learning and

showcasing it!



EIS kindergartners were extremely joyous to visit Zoo and see their favorite animals. They enjoyed the bird
show and the penguins swimming at just a sight

Eyad and Pujana excited to be at

the Zoo
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A zoo is a place where the environment finds real care and nurture. When children visit a zoo they learn and

realize the importance of environmental awareness and its impact on people's lives. It helps them become

better, kinder and play a role in its conservation.

Bara of KG2B enjoying the train

ride whilst watching animals

Ayoub and Sanar enjoying their

train ride

KG1B ready with their carrot to

feed the giraffes
Sarah feeding the giraffe

KG2B students enjoying the

moment

We are not scared of the

crocodile

Sadiq excited to visit the

zoo

Eshaal and Anaaya

KG2B students enjoying the talking bird show

Alain Zoo...Here we come to Explore!

KG2A students waiting to explore the zoo

KG2B Feeding the giraffes

Zoo visits enable children to learn about animals

effectively, foster cognitive development, and

promote empathy and compassion

KG1A and KG1B students 

KG1A Students

Mansour and Yousef



Meet the Lady Bug-
and  Dr Karen

Our Little Fairies

Hey, meet Snow
White and the Ant

Youssef The
Pirate is here

Hello everybody, we're "The
Little Red Riding Hood"

SNUGGLE UP & READSTORY TELLING COMPETITION

STORY TELLING SESSIONS
BY TEACHERS

BOOK CHARACTER DAY

Our tiny tots were extremely excited to
snuggle their favourite soft toys and read
their  bedtime stories with teachers and
friends... What  a relaxing waytolearn and

spend quality time together

Eyad  and Mohamed -The  Thirsty
Crow

Devanshi , Omar Alaa and Neil - "The Fox and the Grapes"

Yazeed  and  Rebecca -The Elephant
and The Ant

"The Dog and the
Bone"

"The Lion and the
Poor Slave"

Once Upon A Time....

"The Ant and the
Grasshopper"

 We are the
Spiderman

 "The  Boy Who
Cried Wolf'

 "Jack and the
Beanstalk"

Karen Sanar  Aryam Eunice

Aser

The pretty princesses!

Batmen with
Superman Mohamed Ossama

Theon RoshAser, Aya, Devanshi, and Karen

Welcome Granny!

It was funny Granny!!

So  engrossed in the story!

Ms Aya and Ms Amira narrated stories
in Arabic! What a fun1  
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Awards and accolades vastly influence students even after their school life. Apart from being
just mementos and symbols of their achievements and appreciation, they also contribute to their

career. They stand as proof of how dedicated and sincere students they were in the task
assigned to them. Check out our awardees for this month

 

t

sports stars for relay

 race

Yousef and her mum

Little Champs.EIS future champions

Congradulatios to all the winners and their

families! 

Certificate for Fancy dress KG2B

 Best speller Certificate KG2B students. 

Certificate for best handwriting KG2A

Champions in Annual Sports KG1B

Fancy dress Certificate - KG2A

Champions in Annual Sports KG1A

Certificate of Appreciation Best spellers Certificate KG2A Students

Gabby and her mum

winning trophies



Omar Elnewishy
Yazeed Mohamed

Abdulla Mohammed

Sadiq Mohammed

Omar Elnewishy Besan  Ezzat 

Wateen Eltigani Youssef Ahmed Salah

Ayham Morshed

Roween Elfah

Sara Wael

Yassin Kafagyt

Class Prefects
Class Prefects
Class Prefects

Grizzly Bear
Grizzly Bear  

Assistant Class PrefectsAssistant Class PrefectsAssistant Class Prefects

Star students are selected based on demonstrated exceptional academic achievement;
exemplary personal and social qualities; showing a love for learning and engagement in
the total school program; having good attendance, punctuality and discipline; and being

a role model by setting a good example for others. 

Success is no accident, it is hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice and

most of all, love of what you are doing or learning


